Draw & Tell Stories by Richard Thompson
Used by David Finnis at the Westbank Branch

From [www.drawandtell.com](http://www.drawandtell.com)
Alexander (Storytime)
The Bear’s Gift (Storytime & school visits)
In Search of the YazooYak (storytime & school visits)
Farmer Rutabaga
The First Prize Ribbon
No Pets Allowed (SRC visit)

From: Frog’s Riddle & other Draw-and-Tell Stories by Richard Thompson
Claudette’s Valentine (used for storytime)
Tiki and Buko (used for SRC visits)
The Locked Box (used for SRC visits)
The Castaways (used for SRC visits)
The Pizza Pedaller (SRC 2008)
Hank and the Tooth Fairy (SRC 2011)

From: Draw-and-Tell: Reading, writing, listening, speaking, viewing, Shaping
Juanita, the Whale (SRC visits)
Alexander (storytimes & SRC visits)
At the End of the Rainbow (SRC visits. Also Pigs for Storytime)
The Princess and the Critter (SRC visits. Dinosaurs for Storytime)
William and Warble (SRC. Also Dinosaurs for Storytime)

I have also used the following draw & tell stories
Stories to Draw (Jerry Mallett & Marian Bartch) JProg 027.625 MAL
Camping Out
Who’s in My Garden?
Trick-or-Treat
What’s so Important (car theme)

Draw Me A Story Vol II (Barbara Freedman) JProg
Dog

From Twenty Tellable Talkes: Audience Participation Folktales for the Beginning Storyteller by Margaret Read MacDonald.
Turkey Tale (for Thanksgiving storytimes)

I have also used both of these for SRC visits (and a few storytimes and class visits)
A Mother Mouse and Her Children (sign language)
The Rainhat (paper folding story)